Abstract: Active and spare battery holders (104, 102) are removably disposed within a battery compartment of a battery operated device (10) such that battery cells (30) in the active holder (104) provide electrical power to operate the device (10), while battery cells (30) in the spare holder (102) are electrically isolated to prevent their discharge. In one embodiment, upon discharge of the battery cells (30) of the active holder (104) the cells (30) of the active holder (104) and the spare holder (102) are exchanged, providing the active holder (104) with fresh cells (30) to operate the device (10). In another embodiment, the active and spare holders are simply interchanged, so that the spare holder becomes the active holder and the active holder becomes the spare holder. According to the latter embodiment, a unitary battery holder includes a first and second battery holder in a single unit, so that to interchange active and spare holders the unitary battery holder is reversed within the battery compartment.
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